Abstract. We consider convex optimization problems with kth order stochastic dominance constraints for k ≥ 2. We discuss distances of random variables that are relevant for the dominance relation and establish quantitative stability results for optimal values and solution sets of the optimization problems in terms of a suitably selected probability metric. Moreover, we provide conditions ensuring Hadamard directional differentiability of the optimal value function. We introduce the notion of a shadow utility, which determines the changes of the optimal value when the underlying random variables are perturbed. Finally, we derive a limit theorem for the optimal values of empirical (Monte Carlo, sample average) approximations of dominance constrained optimization models.
1. Introduction. We analyze convex optimization models with stochastic dominance constraints of second and higher order formulated as follows:
Here D is a nonempty closed convex subset of R m , Ξ is a closed subset of R s , and f : R m → R is a convex function. The mapping G : R m × R s → R is continuous. It is concave with respect to the first argument and satisfies the linear growth condition (1.2) |G(x, z)| ≤ K(B) max{1, z } (x ∈ B, z ∈ Ξ)
for every bounded subset B ⊂ R m and some constant K(B) (depending on B). Further, ξ denotes a s-dimensional random vector with support Ξ and Y is a real random variable on some probability space. The relation (k) is the stochastic dominance of order k, k ∈ N. The constraint G(x, ξ) (k) Y is our main focus. It indicates that the random variable G(x, ξ) is stochastically larger than the random variable Y , the latter playing the role of a benchmark outcome with an acceptable probability distribution. We assume that k ≥ 2 and that both ξ and Y have finite moments of order k − 1. The stability properties of such models with respect to perturbations of the underlying probability distributions is an important issue because in many practical situations the distributions of Y and ξ are modeled on the basis of observations or experiments. Our goal is to study stability and sensitivity of the optimal value and the optimal solutions of these problems when the probability distributions involved are approximated. We establish quantitative stability results for the optimal value and the optimal solutions. Furthermore, we analyze the sensitivity of the optimal value and prove limit theorems of its empirical estimates.
The relation of stochastic dominance is a fundamental concept of statistics, decision theory, and economics. A random variable X dominates another random variable Y in the k-order, which we write X (k) Y , if
for every nondecreasing function u(·) from a certain set of functions, called a generator of the order (k) . The precise definition and equivalent characterizations of the relation are given in Section 2.
Stochastic dominance originated from the theory of majorization [17] . This relation was introduced to statistics in [25] and further developed in the context of statistical inference in [24, 2] . Numerous studies on statistical inference for stochastic dominance are available; we refer to [9, 18] and the references ibid. The stochastic dominance relation of order two expresses risk-aversion, which is the basis of its popularity in economic studies. It plays a fundamental role in the inequality and poverty analysis for comparison of income distributions and investment decisions (see, e.g., [12, 23, 26, 43] ). In [30, 45, 46] , stochastic dominance has been applied in the area of agriculture and insurance. We refer the reader to the monographs [27, 40] for an overview on stochastic orders and the stochastic dominance relation in particular.
The study of optimization problems with stochastic dominance constraints has been initiated in [5] and continued in several papers, e.g., [6] , [8] . An optimization model with stochastic dominance constraints has been applied to financial optimization in [7] and to electricity market models in [1, 15, 14] . In [15, 14] , two-stage problems with stochastic ordering constraints on the recourse function were considered. Stability results with respect to perturbations of the underlying probability distribution are obtained in [4] for optimization problems with first order stochastic dominance constraints. The recent paper [21] studies stability of optimization problems with second order stochastic dominance constraints and, in particular, the behavior of empirical approximations for such models.
In the present paper, we consider second and higher order dominance constraints simultaneously and, in contrast to [21] , we show stability with respect to distances of probability distributions. These distances are associated with the models under consideration in a natural way. As in [4] , we also study sensitivity of the optimal value function with respect to the probability measures involved. More precisely, we establish Hadamard directional differentiability of the optimal value function with respect to the underlying measures. This property allows to apply the delta method for deriving limit theorems of optimal values if limit theorems for the random inputs are available. This approach is used to derive a limit theorem for empirical (Monte Carlo or sample average) approximations of kth order stochastic dominance models.
Throughout the paper, N denotes the set of natural numbers and R n stands for the n-dimensional real Euclidean space, n ∈ N. Given a probability space (Ω, F, P), the space of random variables with finite k-th moments defined on Ω is denoted by L k (Ω, F, P). For a closed subset Ξ of a Euclidean space, P(Ξ) denotes the set of all Borel probability measures on Ξ. The expected value of a real random variable X is denoted by E(X). The Banach space of real-valued continuous functions over a compact set B equipped with the norm · ∞ is denoted by C(B), where f ∞ = sup x∈B |f (x)| for f ∈ C(B). The notation C k (R n ) stands for the set of k-times continuously differentiable real-valued functions defined on R n . Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the definitions of stochastic dominance, suitable probability metrics and some relations among them. In section 3, we establish Lipschitz-continuity properties of the optimal value, the feasible set, and the set of optimal solutions of the dominance constrained optimization problem, when the distributions are subjected to perturbation. Section 4 contains optimality conditions for convex optimization problems with dominance constraints, which are used to establish Hadamard directional differentiability of the optimal value mapping. The implication of our results for the empirical approximations of optimization problems with dominance constraints are discussed in section 5.
2. Stochastic dominance constraints and related metrics. Given a probability space (Ω, F, P) and a scalar random variable X defined on it, the real function F
(1) X = F X denotes the probability distribution function of X, i.e., (2.1) F
(1)
Here P X = P • X −1 denotes the probability measure on R induced by X. For any k ∈ N, we define recursively
The kth degree stochastic dominance (kSD) relation (k) is defined by
for any pair (X, Y ) of real random variables for which F 
Recall that the norm · k in L k is defined by
Moreover, the function F (k)
X is nondecreasing for k ≥ 1 and convex for k ≥ 2. These and further properties of F (k) X are discussed, e.g., in [28, 35] . For every k ∈ N, the stochastic dominance relation (k) introduces a partial order in L k−1 (Ω, F, P), which is not generated by a convex cone in that space (see [5] ).
In this paper we consider distances of random variables having the property that the distance of two random variables is equal to zero exactly when their probability distributions coincide. Hence, such distances may equivalently be defined on spaces of probability measures rather than on spaces of random variables.
In Section 3, we use distances of real random variables that are closely related to kth degree stochastic dominance constraints. They are called Rachev metrics (see [34, Section 4.4] ) and are defined by 
We note that the condition E(
holds for all real random variables X and Y and real numbers c = 0. The following estimates are known for the metrics ζ k,p , k ∈ N and p ∈ [1, ∞]:
where c k,p (only depending on k and p) and C k (only depending on k) are positive constants. The estimate (2.7) follows by definition, (2. The distance D k,∞ is known as stop-loss metric of order k in risk theory (e.g., [13] ) and the distance ζ k,1 was introduced in [47, 48] and further discussed in [31, Part IV] and [33, Chapter 6] . We note that ζ 1,1 and ζ 1,∞ correspond to the first order Fortet-Mourier and Kolmogorov metric, respectively.
The following estimates are valid for the ideal metrics ζ k,1 (see [48, Section 1.4] ):
for some constantĈ k > 0, where π denotes the Prohorov distance metrizing the topology of weak convergence of probability measures on R. Hence, a sequence of random variables converges with respect to ζ k,1 iff their probability distributions converge weakly according to (2.10) and their kth moments converge due to (2.11).
Finally, we mention that so-called quasi-semidistances are developed in Chapter 8 of the recent monograph [35] which are relevant to the kth order stochastic dominance relation as well. The distances considered here appear in [35] as upper bounds of the relevant quasi-semidistances. 
as semi-infinite optimization problem. The feasible set is convex and closed as we verify next. Proposition 3.1. The general assumptions in Section 1 imply that the feasible set of (3.1) defined as
is closed and convex. Proof. We notice that F (k)
X monotonically decreases when X increases a.s. Furthermore, the mapping X → F (k) X is convex by virtue of [28, Proposition 3] . Therefore, the composition mapping
G(x,ξ) is convex due to the concavity of the function G(·, ξ). This proves the convexity of X (ξ, Y ). We recall that
where
For a convergent sequence x n ∈ X (ξ, Y ) and lim n→∞ x n =x, we obtain that Z x n converges a.s. to Zx = max{0, η − G(x, ξ)}. As almost sure convergence together with (1.2) implies convergence in (k − 1)th mean, we obtain that
Following [5] , we focus on the relaxed problem
where R in (3.1) is replaced by a compact interval I. We denote the feasible set of (3.3) again by X (ξ, Y ). Clearly, Proposition 3.1 remains valid for the relaxed problem. The optimal value of (3.3) is denoted by v(ξ, Y ) and its solution set by S(ξ, Y ). Note that all these quantities depend only on the probability distributions P ξ and P Y of ξ and Y , respectively. The latter means that we may write X (P ξ , P Y ), v(P ξ , P Y ) and
In this section, we prefer the latter notation, while in Section 4, where we focus on sensitivity with respect to probability distributions, we shall use the former notation. For deriving our stability results in what follows, we utilize the kth order uniform dominance condition (kudc) at the pair (ξ, Y ), which is introduced in [5] as a constraint qualification condition. Problem (3.3) satisfies kudc at (ξ, Y ) if a pointx ∈ D exists such that
Condition (3.4) is the Slater condition for (3.3) (see also [16, 21] ).
As shown in [6] problem (3.3) is equivalent to the split variable formulation
3) by introducing a new stochastic variable X and a constraint G(x, ξ) ≥ X which holds P-almost surely. The formulation (3.5) motivates the need of two different metrics for handling the constraints 'G(x, ξ) ≥ X (P-a.s.)' and 'F (k)
where k ≥ 2 is the degree of the stochastic dominance relation and
We may write ℓ k−1 (P ξ , Pξ) and
Our first stability result states a quantitative continuity property of the feasible set mapping with respect to the distance d k , where the Pompeiu-Hausdorff metric (denoted d H ) is employed to measure the distance between (bounded) sets.
Proposition 3.2. Let D be compact and assume that the function G satisfies
for all x ∈ D, z,z ∈ Ξ and some constant L G > 0. Furthermore, we assume that the kth order uniform dominance condition is satisfied at the pair (ξ, Y ).
Then there exist constants L > 0 and δ > 0 such that
Proof. First we consider the set-valued mapping F
The graph of F and the range of F are of the form
In particular, gph F is convex and closed and 0 belongs to the interior of F(R m ) due to the uniform dominance condition. The Robinson-Ursescu theorem [37, Theorem 9.48] then implies the existence ofδ > 0 and a, b ∈ R + such that
holds whenever |r| ≤δ,
we obtain the estimate
whenever |r| ≤δ and x ∈ D. Hence, (3.8) implies for any x ∈ X (ξ,Ỹ )
Furthermore, the equivalence of x ∈ F −1 (r(x)) and x ∈ X (ξ,Ỹ ) holds if
For any x ∈ D, we have the estimate
Hence, we obtain from (3.8) for any
In a final step, we derive an estimate for
for any x ∈ D. To this end, we consider the real function t → max{0, η − t} k−1 for fixed η ∈ I. The function is differentiable for k > 2 and we obtain from the mean value theorem for any η ∈ I:
for some constant K I ≥ 1 (depending on I) and all t,t ∈ R. Clearly, (3.9) also holds for k = 2. We set g(x, ξ, η) := max{0, η − G(x, ξ)} and obtain from (3.9) and (1.2) for all x ∈ D, η ∈ I and random vectorsξ:
Next we use Hölder's inequality (with p = k − 1 and
Altogether, we arrive at the estimate
Let L(k) denote the leading constant at the right-hand side of the final estimate. Then the Pompeiu-Hausdorff distance allows the estimate
Finally, we select δ > 0 such that the the condition d k ((ξ, Y ), (ξ,Ỹ )) < δ implies that the estimate (3.10) is valid. By setting
we arrive at the desired estimate (3.6). It is worth noting that for large k the Lipschitz modulus L(k) of the ℓ k−1 part of d k in (3.6) (and later also in (3.13)) gets smaller if ξ k−1 grows at most exponentially with k. Hence, higher order stochastic dominance constraints may have improved stability properties.
If D is compact and (kudc) is satisfied, the solution set S(ξ, Y ) of (3.3) is nonempty and convex for all pairs (ξ, Y ) ∈ L 2 k−1 . In order to derive quantitative continuity property of the solution set mapping (ξ, Y ) → S(ξ, Y ), a growth condition of the objective function on a neighborhood of the original solution set is needed. To this end, we consider the growth function ψ (ξ,Y ) of the objective of (3.3) near the solution set
and the associated conditioning function
where we set ψ −1
(ξ,Y ) (t) = sup{τ ∈ R + : ψ (ξ,Y ) (τ ) ≤ t}. Clearly, the growth function ψ (ξ,Y ) and its inverse ψ −1 (ξ,Y ) are nondecreasing and lower semicontinuous, and Ψ (ξ,Y ) is increasing, lower semicontinuous and it holds Ψ (ξ,Y ) (0) = 0 (see also [37, Theorem 7 .64]). The following is the main stability result of our paper. Theorem 3.3. Let D be compact and assume that the function G satisfies
for all x ∈ D, z,z ∈ Ξ and some constant L G > 0. Furthermore, we assume that the kth order uniform dominance condition is satisfied at (ξ, Y ).
Then there exist positive constants L and δ such that
The ideas for proving (3.13) and (3.14) go back to [20] and [37, Chapter 7 .J] (see also [38, Theorem 9] ). For the convenience of the reader a proof of Theorem 3.3 is provided in the appendix of this paper.
In order to get an impression of the growth function ψ (ξ,Y ) and, hence, of Ψ (ξ,Y ) , let us consider the linear case in more detail and assume that f and G are affine functions and D is a polyhedral set. If, in addition, the pair (ξ, Y ) has a finite number of realizations and k = 2, then the optimization model is polyhedral. In that case, the function Ψ (ξ,Y ) is linear in a neighborhood of zero. In its entire range, the function Ψ (ξ,Y ) for such a polyhedral problem is non-linear but it has a linear majorant. In that case, the estimate (3.14) means upper Lipschitz continuity of S locally around (ξ, Y ). If, however, G(x, ξ) and Y have densities, the constraint F
Y may induce a nonlinear convex constraint for x and, hence, ψ (ξ,Y ) may have polynomial (e.g., quadratic) growth. In those cases one obtains upper Hölder continuity of S locally around (ξ, Y ).
We note that the results of this section extend in a straightforward way to the case of a finite number of kth order dominance constraints, i.e., 
is valid for somex ∈ D. Moreover, Theorem 3.3 also extends to the case that the objective f in (3.3) is replaced by an expectation function of the form E(g(·, ξ)) where g is a real-valued function defined on R m ×R s , convex in the first variable and Lipschitz continuous with respect to ξ.
4. Optimal value sensitivity. Next, we study directional differentiability properties of the optimal value of (3.3). To this end, we consider the Banach space Y = C(I) together with its topological dual Y * , and the closed convex cone
The dual Y * is isometrically isomorph to the space rca(I) of regular countably additive measures µ on I having finite total variation |µ|(I), and the dual pairing is defined by µ, y = I y(η)µ(dη) (∀y ∈ Y, µ ∈ rca(I)).
We consider the mapping G :
for every x ∈ R m and η ∈ I. We note that the definition of G(x, ·, ·) can be extended from pairs of probability measures to pairs of finite nonnegative measures having finite moments of order k − 1, and even to pairs of finite signed measures via the Hahn-Jordan decomposition.
We define U k−1 to be the set of all functions u ∈ C k−1 (R), for which a nonnegative, nonincreasing, left-continuous, bounded function ϕ : I → R exists such that
where the symbol u (i) denotes the ith derivative of u. In particular, the functions u ∈ U k−1 are nondecreasing and concave on R.
The next result enables us to state our main result. Lemma 4.1. Let k ≥ 2 and I = [a, b]. For each nonnegative µ ∈ rca(I) there exists u ∈ U k−1 such that the identity
holds for every X ∈ L k−1 . Proof. Let µ ∈ rca(I) be nonnegative. Then µ is extended to the Borel field of R by assigning measure 0 to Borel sets not intersecting I. The function u ∈ U k−1 is then defined as in the proof of [5, Theorem 7 .1] by putting
As in the proof of [5, Theorem 7.1] one obtains for any X ∈ L k−1
via integration by parts k − 1 times. Define the Lagrange-like function:
We formulate optimality conditions for problem (3.3). Theorem 4.2. Let k ≥ 2. Assume the kth order uniform dominance condition for problem (3. 3) at (ξ, Y ) . If a feasible pointx is an optimal solution of (3.3), then a functionū ∈ U k−1 exists so that
Ifx ∈ D satisfies the dominance constraint and (4.3)-(4.4) hold for some function u ∈ U k−1 , thenx solves (3.3). Furthermore, the dual problem to (3.3) at (ξ, Y ) is (4.5) max
and the duality relation holds. Proof. We note that problem (3.3) can be cast in the setting of Example 4 on p. 26 of [36] by considering the dominance constraint as a constraint in the space of continuous functions:
The Lagrangian Λ associated with problem (3.3) in such a setting can be formulated as follows:
The optimality conditions for problem (3.1) state that if a feasible pointx is an optimal solution, then a measureμ ∈ K − exists, so that
The dual problem has the following form (cf. [36, (5.13) 
Using Lemma 4.1, we associate a functionū ∈ U k−1 with the measureμ and reformulate the Lagrangian Λ to the following form:
whenever x ∈ D. The optimality conditions and the dual problem are reformulated usingū and the new Lagrangian has the desired form. The duality relation holds due to the convexity of the problem and the uniform dominance condition. Let U * k−1 denote the solution set to (4.5). Any element of U * k−1 will be called shadow utility function. We define the infimal mapping v :
and consider the function gū(x) = L(x,ū; P ξ , P Y ) for some shadow utilityū ∈ U * k−1 . Clearly, it holds v(gū) = inf x∈D L(x,ū; P ξ , P Y ) = v(P ξ , P Y ).
Theorem 4.3. Let k ≥ 2 and D be compact. Assume the kth order uniform dominance condition for problem (3.3) at (ξ, Y ). Then the optimal value v(P ξ , P Y ) is Hadamard-directionally differentiable on C(D) and the directional derivative v
, anyū ∈ U * k−1 and any pair (ζ, Z) of random variables having moments of order k − 1.
Proof. The infimal mapping v is concave and Lipschitz continuous (with modulus 1) on C(D) equipped with · ∞ and, hence, Hadamard directionally differentiable at each g ∈ C(D) (see [41] ). The directional derivative is of the form
for any direction d ∈ C(D) (see e.g. [42, p. 165] ). Setting g = gū for someū ∈ U * k−1 proves (4.10). Now, let (ζ, Z) be a pair of random variables having moments of order k − 1 and letū ∈ U * k−1 . We consider the specific directiond = E[ū(
The directional derivative v ′ (P ξ , P Y ;d) is just the left-hand side of (4.11). We note that (4.11) is very similar to the directional differentiability result [4, Corollary 3.7] for optimal values of optimization problems with first order dominance constraints. Note also that Theorem 4.3 extends in a straightforward way to the case of a finite number of kth order dominance constraints if the extended uniform dominance condition (3.15) is valid.
5. Empirical approximations of optimization models with kth order dominance constraints. We assume that a sequence (ξ n , Y n ) of independent and identically distributed random vectors on some probability space with values in Ξ × R is given such that P ξ1 = P ξ and P Y1 = P Y . Let P (n) ξ and P (n) Y denote the (random) empirical measures
where δ z denotes the unit mass at z in Ξ or R. Inserting the empirical measures into (3.3) instead of P ξ and P Y , respectively, leads to the empirical approximation of (3.3)
for any n ∈ N. We note that the dominance constraints in (5.1) for k = 2 may be reformulated as in [6, Section 5] or in [22] . Here, we are only interested in the asymptotic behavior of the empirical approximations (5.1) for n tending to ∞.
We begin with properties of the empirical process
evaluated at g belonging to some class Γ k of real-valued measurable functions on Ξ × R. Here, P ξ × P Y denotes the product measure. Boundedness or convergence properties of the empirical process depend on the size of the class Γ measured in terms of certain covering or bracketing numbers in L 2 (Ξ × R, P ξ × P Y ). To introduce the latter concept, denote
Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.2, a shadow utilityû ∈ U * k−1 exists and it holds
We introduce a function class Γ k for optimization models with k-th order dominance constraints as follows:
Proposition 5.1. Let k ≥ 2. Assume the kth order uniform dominance condition for problem (3.3) at (ξ, Y ) and that the function G(·, z) is Lipschitz continuous with a uniform modulus L G (not depending on z ∈ Ξ). Let D and the supports Ξ = supp(P ξ ) and Υ = supp(P Y ) of P ξ and P Y be compact. Then the class Γ k is a Donsker class, i.e., the empirical process {E n g : g ∈ Γ k } given by (5.2) converges in distribution to a tight limit process G in the space ℓ ∞ (Γ k ) (of bounded functions on Γ k ) equipped with supremum norm. The process G is Gaussian with zero mean and covariances
Proof. All functions g x are real-valued and bounded for every x ∈ D due to the compactness of the set Ξ × Υ and the continuity of the functions involved. The function f is convex and, therefore, it is Lipschitz continuous over the compact set D with Lipschitz constant L f . Owing to the continuity of the function G(x, ·) and the compactness of Ξ, the image G(D, Ξ) is contained in a compact interval [a, b] . The functionû is concave and, hence, Lipschitz continuous on any compact interval 13 [a, b] ⊂ R. Denoting its Lipschitz modulus by L u , we obtain the following sequence of inequalities.
Using [44, Example 19.7] , we infer that
holds for some constantC > 0 (depending on the diameter of D). Hence, the following bound holds for the bracketing integral:
We conclude that the bracketing integral is finite and the result follows from [44, Theorem 19.5] .
The next result on the functional delta method is Theorem 7.59 in [42] . For further background on the delta method we refer to [44, Section 20] and to [39] .
Proposition 5.2. Let B 1 and B 2 be Banach spaces equipped with their Borel σ-fields and B 1 be separable. Let (X n ) be random elements of B 1 , h : B 1 → B 2 be a mapping and (τ n ) be a sequence of positive numbers tending to infinity as n → ∞. If for some θ ∈ B 1 the sequence (τ n (X n − θ)) converges in distribution to some random element X of B 1 and h is Hadamard directionally differentiable at θ, it holds where G is a Gaussian process with zero mean and covariances E[G(x) G(x)] = E P [g x gx] − E P [g x ]E P [gx] for x,x ∈ S(P ξ , P Y ). If S(P ξ , P Y ) is a singleton, i.e., S(P ξ , P Y ) = {x}, the limit G(x) is normal with zero mean and variance E P [g According to the proof of Theorem 4.3 v is Hadamard directionally differentiable and its directional derivative is given by (4.12). The limit theorem follows from Propositions 5.1 and 5.2, where the random variable X n (with values in C(D)) is given by X n (x) = (P (n) ξ × P (n) Y )g x , θ is θ(x) = (P ξ × P Y )g x and τ n = √ n for any x ∈ D, n ∈ N and g x defined in (5.3). The role of X in Proposition 5.2 is played by the Gaussian limit process G in Proposition 5.1. The latter result allows to apply resampling techniques to determine asymptotic confidence intervals for the optimal value v(P ξ , P Y ) of (3.3). As discussed in [11, Section 5] , the classical bootstrapping method does not work if the directional derivative is not linear in the direction, i.e., if the solution to (3.3) is not unique. The subsampling method (cf. [29] ), however, applies to this situation, too. We refer to [11, Section 5] for further details of applying subsampling to determine asymptotic confidence intervals for the optimal value of mixed-integer two-stage stochastic programs. where L H is the Lipschitz constant from Proposition 3.2. We obtain
where L f is the Lipschitz modulus of the function f on the compact set D. Analogously, we obtain the same estimate for v(ξ,Ỹ ) − v(ξ, Y ). Hence, the estimate (3.13) is valid with L := L f L H . To derive the estimate (3.14), let the pair (ξ,Ỹ ) ∈ L This completes the proof.
